Cal Poly Pomona Landscape Architecture

Celebrating 60 bravely curious years of Landscape Architecture education, leadership and change.

The Department of Landscape Architecture at Cal Poly Pomona is celebrating 60 years of landscape architecture education, leadership and change in Southern California. In recognition of this milestone, CPPLA has organized a series of events across 2017 to help commemorate our past, mark our present and celebrate our pursuit of a bravely curious future.

The Department of Landscape Architecture appreciates your support in underwriting any, part, or all of the 60th anniversary celebration events. In addition to individual programs support as listed below, the following broad categories of support are also available where you can help:

- **Toast our Alumni**: Alumni mixers: $10,000
- **Discuss our Directions**: Lecture series $7,500
- **Exhibit our Potential**: IndiVISUALS Show and Student Workshops $5,000
- **Feed our Friends**: Anniversary BBQs $3,500
- **Pursue our Dreams**: Department 60th Special Projects $2,500+
60th Anniversary Events

No gift is too small; we welcome support at any level.
All donors will be recognized on the department website.
All donors of larger gifts, $2,500+ will be recognized at events, in advertisements and on the department website.

Thank you for your support and effort!
All donations can be made by contacting Jenkins Shannon, Sr. Director of Advancement, College of ENV @ jshannon@cpp.edu

Past Events:

Falling into Spring
Wildflowers in the Plaza
Budget: $500

Completed and growing

Winter
IndiVISUALS: the creative sketchbooks of bravely curious students of CPPLA
January 16-27, 2017
ENV Gallery
Opening Reception, January 18, 2017 @ 6pm
Budget: $1,000

Upcoming Events:

CPPLA Women in Landscape Architecture: an afternoon discussing the role of women in landscape architecture as reflected in the contributions of decades of CPPLA alumnae.
Feb 27, 2017
Japanese American Cultural and Community Center, Downtown Los Angeles
Budget: $2,500+

- Ruth Shellhorn documentary screening and Q&A with director Kelly Comas
- Panel Discussion: decades of alumnae reflecting on the past, the present and the future of landscape architecture in Southern California and beyond.
- Pecha Kucha Presentations by CPPLA 2016 Ruth Shellhorn Scholarship Recipients

Winter, Spring and Fall Lecture Series
Wednesdays from 12-1 pm with the occasional lecture off campus
Dates published on social media and department website
Budget: $5,000
This special 60th Anniversary series of lectures will bring designers, critics, writers and other creative individuals to campus to share their experiences and knowledge with the department.

Thursday Evening Workshops
6-10pm
$10 per workshop; food included
Budget: $2,500

- Jan 5: Color Rendering with Richard Scott (completed)
- Jan 12: Observational Drawing with Richard Scott (completed)
- Jan 19: Imagination to Visualization with Richard Scott (completed)
- Feb 2: 'Digital Diagramming - Communicating complex design ideas with simple vector linework' (illustrator and Indesign) with Eric Sargeant (completed)
- Feb 9: 'Digital Post-Production Process - Quick ways to enhance digital illustrative plans and renderings' (Photoshop) with Eric Sargeant
- Feb 23: Portfolio + Resume Workshop with Jeremy Jarin

SPRING
Firm Day (with the department of Architecture)
March 30, 2017

Program ACCREDITATION
Student Accreditation Installations on Campus:
April 2-16 BSLA Accreditation Show
April 17-30 MLA Accreditation Show
Back to back installations celebrating the work of the department in support of the pursuit of renewed accreditation.

San Diego Sunset Mixer: An alumni mixer event at the Japanese Friendship Garden in Balboa Park. This event invites our friends, alumni and future students of south Orange County and San Diego to stroll the gardens of the JAF and we watch the sun set. This event will have a short program on updates to the JAF and a short remembrance of emeritus professor Dr. Takeo Uesugi.
May 19, 2017
Japanese Friendship Garden, Balboa Park, San Diego
Budget: $5,000

CPPLA 60th Anniversary BBQ: A Saturday event for the whole family. A half-day event in May with numerous short programs that celebrate the community we are at CPPLA. This weekend event will invite alumni, family and friends back to campus for good food, fun listening and easy conversations.
May 27, 2017
Cal Poly Pomona Campus
Budget: $2,500+

- Alumni pecha kucha
- A toast to the 60th class, LAPAB and alumni mentor thank you; recognition of the continued contributions of alumni to emerging professionals
- Monster Draw: a fun drawing competition open to all attendees
- Department Awards + Scholarships
- BBQ
**ASLA Alumni Mixer:** The department’s Landscape Architecture Professional Advisory Board will host a professional and alumni mixer event parallel to ASLA in Los Angeles. This event is planned to leverage ASLA in LA as a method to send 2017 out with much more than a whisper! We will celebrate our collective potential as we remember our past and toast our future. This parallel event will not require ASLA participation; we will hold it at a DTLA venue close enough to the conference to leverage the draw that it will be.

October 21, 2017

Budget: $2,500+

---

**Amici di ENV: Tour of Castiglion Fiorentino**

Oct 7-15, 2017

The College of Environmental Design is partnering with the Department of Landscape Architecture to sponsor an incredible week in Castiglion Fiorentino, Italy. The location of the longest running international program in the college, Castiglion Fiorentino has been home to students of landscape architecture for 25 years. This spectacular trip will provide an opportunity to go slow and connect to the community and landscape that has proven to be fundamental to education of generations of landscape architecture students. This trip is an opportunity to explore Italy well off the beaten path, and for those lucky enough to have spent time at the Santa Chiara Study Center to reconnect and be inspired again. ENV invites you to join us from October 7-15, 2017 for this truly unique and local slow travel opportunity!

---

**60th Special Project: Francis Dean and Modern Landscape Architecture Archives Show**

The department is developing a show of the work from the Francis Dean Archives. Francis’ work has been sitting quietly in the ENV Archives and has never been sorted or reviewed. This project will include highlights from the archived collection, interviews of associates and other numerous works illuminating his role at CPP and at EDAW.

CPP Huntley Gallery

October 21, 2017-Jan. 11, 2018

Evening reception and lecture, November 15, 2017

Budget: $5,000+